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Respectable
Secretary for Education
Mr.Yeung Yun-hung
Dear Sir:
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I, Lin Zheman, D188018(3).
Recently as shown in the TV, the reopening of schools still force students to wear mask, especially
when I had sent a letter to Mr. Xiang Zhang President of HKU at www.ycec.com/HK/200128.pdf on Jan.,
28, 2020 already has been widely spread in HK and to known the world, if in that the “Lung-Airstreams
Epidemic Prevention Law” to use why can to regard as the Centenarian Exempt-doctor era coming
does not exist? But today’s all the masked students are frowning forced to politicize obvious it violate
justice of the gods!
In particular, also at www.ycec.com/HK/200602e.pdf two week before, I had a letter to Commissioner of
Police in that the "wear masks similar to a murder trap" as middle school students then wear masks
while running to sudden die and in the end of May those four days actually had three policemen to
sudden death that critical cause of death solely to wear masks the epidemic prevention dynamics
limited but anaerobic respiration as a mountain sickness patient's blood anoxic after brain apoplexy to
sudden deaths are clearly no doubt, but still see you sometimes wear masks on TV to mislead the
public and students their non-wear masks can not but other a harm at where for a short while to write
left out just for a subject on today this letter!
Firstly, just as children who are 3years old and below have low lung capacity; thus, they can not to
wear masks is widely known, is it not to running of those masks-students for a short while death can
not you just can turn a blind eye:
Firstly, wear a mask so impeded respiration hypoxia also as mountain sickness of brain cell
death increasing never will not at once to leave high mountain or get back to take off the mask
that just can to lead the brain cell death to resurrection, also for current medical blind spot but
to a little promptly clear;
Secondly, masks-students hypoxia after the death of brain cells will day by day to add still can to
lead in growing up of the brain wisdom a frame to abnormal as inferiority complex and other
pathologies also will be to increment at any time for current medical blind spot but to a little
promptly clear too;
Thirdly, masks-students regular back and forth to come in and go out the humidity of breath it
could have to soaked mask undoubtedly, also can make pulmonary edema and cerebral
edema to expand if mild form such as headache, dizziness, loss of appetite, insomnia, nausea
and already not the medical blind spot, but still can studious to study?

In short, from www.ycec.com/HK/200515e.pdf of my a letter to Leung Kwan-yuen Chair of LegCo
visible that the medical scams by out of body things to“diagnosis”in body morbidity all by college of
medicine of HKU, CUHK, HSU etc. Uni. to forged out, and at www.ycec.com/HK/YellowPeril.htm has
more details can be seen, that is as small bacteria of SARS or Covid-19 only can easy into the lung to
breed after if the virus into the blood to transcend the mediate function only has fever as a ordinary cold,
but if the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” to use after that just can to run away germs of
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lung no again to fever need not to "wash lung" such as SARS that year, so still must to wear mask,
wash hands frequently and interval 1.5 meter such low Q? The Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui and Gabriel
Leung etc. of medicine monsters their have the abilities to denying?
Also the same as www.ycec.com/HK/200613e.pdf that I again a letter to Leung Kwan-yuen Chair,
Excellency you the same have the Heavenly duty to look into above the criminal behavior of medicine
monsters if not you will be to sin plus one grade, and more must not wrong handle students rush in the
murder trap of mask unpopularity, to harm the end to harm oneself, keep in mind!
This letter can be found at www.ycec.com/HK/200616e.pdf or home page in www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam.htm
the Chinese or English version, or change to ycec.sg and ycec.net which are available for download!
Sincerely!
June 16, 2020
D188015(3)
Lin Zheman
The same must attachment to:
Legislative Council Secretariat & 70 members; CE Carrie Lam Tel：2878 3300 Fax: 25090580
Cheng Yeuk-wah Director & Criminal Prosecution Office Tel: 39184215 Fax: 39184119 Fax: 28770171
Chief Secretary for Administration; ICAC Director; Commissioner of Police; complain SGT;
Coroner's Court of Tongzhou Street;
President of HK’s eleven Uni; Every medium; Bar Association & Law Society of HK each members . . .
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